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Booking long distance bus travel to various destinations in Tamilnadu is possible through City
Travels Bus reservation whilst City Travels is a 25 year old travel service organisation and who are
operating their online bus ticket reservation portal since 2007.

There are different types of buses available for travel which are classified as AC, AC/Non AC,
Sleeper, Volvo, Non-Volvo, Seater Seats, No seater seats, in City Travels reservations.

The bus traveler can make bookings throughCity Travelsbus reservation onlinewith a login to their
Website ,  select the departure and arrival destination, with the date of travel, when the Website
screen would give the possible ticketing opportunities. The traveler can then select the seat for
reservation and supply the travelerâ€™s personal information which is primarily the travelerâ€™s Mobile
Number and Email ID apart from oneâ€™s name. Then the user is directed to the Payment Gateway in
which the fares for the particular travel can be paid with the help of Credit Card charges or net
banking operations. Once the payment is through, the website gives the ticket and the passenger
has to take the print out of it for producing at the time of City Travels reservation bus travel.

As one would go online reservation in City travels reservation portal for Coimbatore bus reservation
from Chennai, one would find options for

â€¢choosing the bus types, such as A/c, Non A/c, Sleeper

â€¢finding if the particular bus has facilities, such as Movies, Water bottle, Blanket, Mobile charging etc

â€¢selecting different boarding points

â€¢selecting different dropping points

â€¢knowing the fare for the particular travel

â€¢presenting the seat view for one to select the seat for travel

The process of ticket booking follows step by step as mentioned earlier and this way on lineCity
Travels bus reservation is so convenient that one can do it from the drawing room of oneâ€™s house or
through a browsing center.

There are similar bus reservation possibilities with around 3000 destinations in Tamilnadu and
neighbouring States, and collaboration with 250 associates throughout India and for instance,
Dehradun Bus reservation from Delhi can be done through City Travels reservation portal in the
same manner by a traveler and when one opens, clicks these destinations there come options to
choose oneâ€™s bus travel in at least 10 City tours or other Bus service organisers to accept the
booking and release the tickets.
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Author is an associate editor for a City Travels Bus Reservation Online. Get all possible information
about a Coimbatore Bus Reservation and a Dehradun Bus Reservation. We also provide
information about City Travels Bus Reservation Online in India.
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